
Ali Tisdall is founder and CEO at Mind3. She founded Mind3  to help blow up any notion of 
limits on human potential and to inspire individuals, teams and companies to excel. She 
operates at the nexus of neuroscience, leadership and strategy and aims to truly get 
organizations and people back in sync through leadership & professional development. 

Ali is obsessive about making leadership development experiential, evidence based, 
continuous, stretching, great fun and meaningful so that insights are translated into 
commercial results. She aims to create ongoing learning experiences in as close to 
stretching, real world environments as possible so that people from being entrenched in 
old habits and maybe occasional consumers of learning towards being both active 
inquirers and protagonists in transformation. 

Ali loves what we do at Mind3,  and is a passionate learner and questioner in a broad 
range of fields, She aims to bring a contagious sense of purpose and energy - whether it's 
design and delivery of a development experience, in executive coaching, facilitating an 
executive team or in hosting immersive, action learning in the field.  She is a seasoned 
facilitator at the most senior levels with a deep level of senior operational, commercial 
experience and a published expertise in applied neuroscience. 

Her career has spanned senior line-management, strategy and operational positions with 
advisory experience and entrepreneurial ventures. Ali has worked in over 60 countries 
worldwide over her career to date and with a broad range of market leaders, LLP, public 
sector and family owned businesses.  Prior to Mind3, Ali co- founded the European region 
for Pivot Leadership, and was formerly Head of Client Strategy at Korn/Ferry. Her early 
career was spent in strategy consulting with KPMG, and more entrepreneurial ventures 
including launching the first commercial television channel in the former Soviet Union. 

Ali is a published thinker and frequent speaker on applied neuroscience to drive 
performance and results. She is the author of the ’teamup’ high performance model and 
has developed a learning series on applied neuroscience to business.  She holds an MBA 
and BA, is accredited in psychometric assessments with the British Psychological Society, 
an Accredited Coach and a Certified Practitioner of Applied Neuroscience. She also has 
patents pending for psychometrics around applied neuroscience. She is continuing her 
research and study of the field of neuroscience through HarvardX and into Artificial 
Intelligence through MIT.

She lives in London with her partner and three children.  


